Introduction
As an econometric approach to modeling the increasing economic interdependencies across countries, the Global Vector Autoregressive (GVAR) model methodology has gained widespread interest in recent years [see e.g. [21] , [22] , and [7] for initial methodological and empirical contributions]. Interlinkages between countries can be modeled by combining a set of country-specific VARs that contain weighted foreign variable vectors. The approach allows modeling simultaneously a large number of countries, while accommodating as well a broad set of economic variables in one model which would if modeled in an otherwise unrestricted conventional VAR be unfeasible to estimate due to a too high number of parameters. Empirical applications of GVARs are meanwhile quite numerous. 1 As to the question of what to base GVAR weights upon, which are needed to construct the foreign variable vectors in the GVAR's local sub-models, the tradition has been to employ trade data when the application involved broad macroeconomic aggregates such as GDPs, price inflation, monetary policy variables, and the like (see e.g. [7] ). An alternative has been suggested for financially oriented applications, e.g. by [17] and [3] who construct weights by referring to financial asset exposures, including elements such as portfolio equity, direct investment, portfolio debt, and others. A discussion paper by [9] explores, for the context of its application, a range of different strategies for weight matrix construction, including trade and different types of financial exposure to then assess the model performance under different schemes.
Factor models (see e.g. [24] ), in that context, can be seen as a related approach to estimating weights. Principal component estimation is usually employed to estimate factors; however, weights that would be proportional to them can become negative or exceed one, thus are not necessarily bound on the zero-one interval and should therefore not be referred to as weights (they are called factor loadings instead). The same applies to Partial Least-Squares (PLS) methods applied in that context. 2 The main difference between factor methods and PLS is that only the latter explicitly takes the relation between dependent variables and independent factors into account. In that sense, the GVAR weight estimation scheme as proposed in the present paper is more closely related to PLS since the estimation of weights will be targeted to the explained variance of dependent variables, specifically to that of the GVAR's global set of endogenous model variables.
Though weight estimation as such has therefore been deemed relevant for developing large-scale econometric models, direct estimation of a GVAR along with its weights has not been addressed yet. This paper aims to demonstrate that empirically estimated weight matrices may well differ from weights based for instance on trade flows, a finding that confirms also the conclusions from [8] . The purpose is then to assess the extent to which ill-suited weight matrices can bias the GVAR's dynamics as well as to highlight that the forecast performance of a GVAR may suffer from distorted weights. 3 A strategy for estimating GVAR weights might also be useful for applications in which it is not obvious how weights could otherwise be constructed from data, as for instance in cases when a GVAR is set up for banks, or mixed country and bank cross-sections as illustrated in [14] .
Model setting 2.1 Local models
The global model is assumed to comprise N cross-section items that are indexed by i = 1, 2, ..., N .
A set of item-specific endogenous variables are collected in a k i × 1 vector y it which is related to a number of autoregressive lags up to P and a k * i × 1 vector of foreign variables y * it that enters the model time-contemporaneously and with a number of lags up to Q, that is,
Φ ip y i,t−p + Q q=0 Λ iq y * i,t−q + Ψd t + it (1) where a i0 , a i1 , Φ ip , Λ iq , and Ψ are coefficient matrices of size k i × 1, k i × 1,
, and d i × 1 respectively. The vector d t contains global weakly exogenous variables. It is assumed that it is i.i.d. with zero mean and covariance matrix Σ ii .
Estimating weight matrices
Weights w ijk are needed to construct the foreign variable vectors y * it in all local models. For a reference item i, the weights assigned to all other items j = 1, ..., N that are used for model variable k shall sum to unity.
Moreover, the w iik for all i = 1, ..., N equal zero and the w ijk 's should be nonnegative. The w ijk can be collected in K matrices of size N × N whose columns each sum to one. 
A hypothetical thought about two sets of weights, corresponding respectively to the 'true' and some distorted weights deviating from the truth, suggests that distorted weights may have the potential to induce omitted variable bias, conditional on the assumptions for it to occur holding true (the omitted variable would need to be a determinant of a domestic, dependent variable and at the same time be correlated with independent variables included in the model). A way of inducing such bias would be to assign a too small (or a zero) weight to a foreign variable that should actually be receiving a significant positive weight. The second of the conditions for omitted variable bias to occur is then rather likely to hold in particular for GVAR applications, in which an omitted variable from a first equation is explicitly allowed to correlate with right-hand side variables from that same equation at another point in the GVAR equation system.
An alternative strategy for obtaining weights would be to estimate them along with the other parameters of the GVAR which would be accomplished by minimizing the sum of squared residuals from a local model subject to the constraints that its set of weights are non-negative and sum to unity. That is,
subject to
where Γ i comprises all local model coefficients contained in a i0 , a i1 , Φ ip , Λ iq , Ψ, and d t . The minimization problem for item i would exclude w ii and set that to zero.
For the weight parameters to be estimable, an identifying assumption is that a significant relation between a local model's endogenous variables and some foreign variables must exist. In general, for K foreign variable vectors in K equations of a local model, at least one significant relation shall exist for each foreign variable vector (with respect to contemporaneous or some lagged vectors) for the weights to be estimable.
In the hypothetical case that, say, a country's domestic variables do not relate at all to foreign variables, the weights would become nuisance parameters because changing them would leave the likelihood of that local model unaffected. The likelihood surface of the objective function with respect to the weights would in that case be flat.
For minimizing the constrained objective, an iterative, numerical optimization has been implemented, using a sequential quadratic programming method to solve the constrained multivariate function. Useful entry points to the literature on sequential quadratic programming are [15] , [23] and [16] . The estimation is conducted item by item in the cross-section (from the weight matrix perspective therefore column by column) and at item level jointly for the system of local model equations if K > 1.
For a general treatment of regression problems that are subject to constraints (nonlinear ones in general and both of equality and inequality-type) I refer to [25] who discusses the underlying assumptions and investigates the asymptotic behavior of leastsquares estimators for such general constrained cases. Deriving a nonlinear, constrained estimator's asymptotic properties is complicated for two reasons: first, an optimal solution to a nonlinear objective function does not in general have a closed-form solution and can be derived only via some optimization algorithm 4 ; Second, for a model involving inequality constraints, as for the weights in the present application, error bounds cannot be computed via the usual t-statistics, i.e. as a ratio of a mean estimate and its standard error (which one in principle could compute from the inverse Hessian matrix that is involved at the quadratic programming stage) because one would not account
for the boundary constraints that were imposed. If some weight estimate was close to or at zero (or one), an estimated standard error might suggest that the weight could fall below zero (exceed one) and thereby violate the constraint.
Three approaches are conceivable to deal with such cases: First, confidence limits can be computed by means of inversion techniques that involve either a Wald or a likelihood ratio statistic. For the former see e.g. [19] , for the latter e.g. [6] . Second, Bayesian inference methods can be employed which would involve a weighted bootstrap of the posterior distribution of the parameters (see e.g. [18] ). Third, an unweighted bootstrap (parametric or nonparametric) can be used to generate a large number of pseudo-data samples from the model to then re-estimate the parameters to obtain their distribution and selected moments thereof, respectively. That third approach is used to obtain error bounds for the weights in this paper. The implemented bootstrap to draw from the residuals is nonparametric, thus no distributional assumptions are imposed on either the marginal distributions or the copula that together constitute the joint distribution of the global model's residuals.
Global solution
Solving for the global model follows now the standard procedure whereby local models need to be properly reformatted and stacked, involving the weight matrices that are either taken or estimated as outlined above. The description of how to solve the global model will in the following be brief. For details that are omitted I refer to [21] .
A country-specific (k i + k * i ) × 1 vector z it is defined as follows.
The local models in equation (1) can then be reformulated.
where it is assumed for ease of notation in the following that P = Q and the global exogenous variable vector d t be empty. The A ip coefficient matrices are all of size
and have the following form.
...
The endogenous variables across items in the cross-section are stacked in one global vector y t which is of size k × 1 where k = N i=1 k i . Here, we need to map the local variable vectors z it to the global endogenous variable vector y t which is accomplished via (k i × k * i ) × k link matrices W i . With z it = W i y t we can rewrite the model once more.
Now, we move from item-specific models to the global model by stacking the former in one global system, that is,
where the G 0,...,P matrices are of size k × k and have the following form.
..,
A reduced form of the global model is finally obtained by pre-multiplying the system with the inverse of G 0 . This representation is observationally equivalent to the model in (1) and can now be used for forecasting and impulse response analysis.
3 An application
Model and weight matrix estimates
The global model that is set up to exemplify the proposed weight matrix estimation scheme comprises 18 countries and two variables: real GDP and personal consumption expenditure prices (retrieved from OECD databases), thus has 36 equations. All variables are modeled in quarter-on-quarter (QoQ) logarithmic differences so as to render them stationary. Table 1 summarizes the countries contained in the model as well as basic summary statistics of the model variables.
Three otherwise identically structured GVARs have been set up, having i) an estimated common weight matrix, ii) two estimated weight matrices for GDP and inflation separately, and iii) trade weights computed from the sum of bilateral nominal exports and imports as of 2005 taken from the IMF direction-of-trade statistics. 5 The lag structure of the local models has been set by means of a specification search which considered all conceivable combinations of numbers for autoregressive lags (zero to two) and foreign variable vectors (one to two and the contemporaneous vectors The three GVARs were estimated and solved based on the sample from 1996Q1-2012Q2 (66 observations). Figure 1 summarizes the trade-based and the estimated weights in bar graph format. 7 They are further collected in tables: Overall, the comparison of trade-based to variable-specific weights ( Table 14) , suggests that 52% and 54% of the benchmark weights fall into the estimated bounds for GDP and inflation, respectively.
Monte Carlo simulation
A first (of three) aspects that this sub-section aims to address is that employing weight matrices which deviate from a true weight matrix can induce bias and therefore distort the global model dynamics. Two stochastic simulation exercises were conducted to highlight this point:
1. Simulate 5,000 artificial pseudo-data samples each of size equal to the original sample (66 observations) from the GVAR involving a weight matrix estimate that is common for all model variables, which is considered the true Data Generating Process (DGP). Based on all pseudo-data sets, re-estimate and solve the GVAR once by estimating the GVAR parameters along with a common weight matrix and once using the benchmark weight matrix based on trade flows.
2. Simulate 5,000 artificial pseudo-data samples each of size equal to the original sample (66 observations) from the GVAR involving a weight matrix estimate that is specific to the model variables, which is considered the true DGP. Based on all pseudo-data sets, re-estimate and solve the GVAR once by estimating the GVAR parameters along with variable-specific weight matrices, once by estimating along with a common weight matrix, and once using the benchmark weight matrix based on trade flows.
Despite being artificial, the simulation is therefore designed to assess the extent to which misspecified weights may have biased the global model estimate in a concrete application, by aligning the DGP with empirical sample size and estimates. Moreover, the simulation is designed so as to take proper account of the uncertainty that surrounds the estimated weights (by re-estimating the GVAR weights, either common or variablespecific) on all pseudo-data samples. 8
Upon re-estimation of the GVARs on all pseudo-data sets, the resulting sets of distributions for each global model coefficient, from a pair of models one of which was the correct (corresponding to the true DGP) and one the model employing an ill-suited weight matrix, were opposed. Two tests were conducted to assess the deviation of any two parameter distributions: a two-tailed F -test for the hypothesis that any two distributions had equal variances as well as a two-tailed t-test of the Null that any two distributions had equal means.
Results from the assessment of model parameter distributions are summarized in
Figures 2 and 3. Table 15 shows the average number of coefficients from the global models that were judged to be deviating with respect to mean and variance conditional on a 1%, 5%, and 10% significance level. A distinction is made between the overall parameter space and a reduced one excluding all intercepts, since the latter play no role for the dynamic properties of the global model. 9 The fraction of coefficients for which their mean was different at the 1% level equals an approximate 70.4% under the first simulation scheme. Excluding intercepts hardly changes that ratio (to 70.0%) because the number of intercepts (36) is small compared to the overall number of global model coefficients (2,664).
When considering the variable-specific weighting scheme the true DGP, trade-based weights would induce significant bias for about 78.3% of the model coefficients. Despite a common estimate reducing that ratio, it would still distort a considerable portion of means of around 59.3% of the model coefficients. Overall, the simulation results suggest that a significant portion of the GVAR's parameter space is distorted when employing 8 A high performance computing network has been employed to parallelize the simulation rounds on 64 cores (using Matlab's parallel computing toolbox). The runtime for 5,000 rounds including steps 1. Upon simulation of all dynamic responses, three pairs of models were compared: i) the GVAR based on common weights versus trade weights, ii) the model based on variable-specific weights versus trade weights, and iii) the GVAR based on specific weights versus common weights. Four indicators were then computed for each pair:
1) The portion of identically signed generalized impulses on impact (excluding the number N × K of assumed shocks, because they got the same sign by assumption);
2) The portion of identically signed cumulative impulse responses in the long-run;
3) The root mean square deviation based on the generalized impulses on impact (excluding the number N × K of assumed shocks, because they got the same size by assumption);
10 Unless one was to operate with non-factorized impulse responses, in which case a shock to one variable would be assumed not to induce responses for other variables on impact.
11 See [20] for details about the generalized impulse response concept.
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4) The root mean square deviation based on cumulative impulse responses in the long-run. While from the evaluation presented in Table 16 one might conclude that the portion of incorrectly signed responses for pairs of models is limited, the root mean square deviations in Table 17 A third aspect to be addressed concerns the additional coefficient uncertainty that the weight estimation scheme entails. An additional stochastic simulation serves to highlight the point:
1. Simulate 5,000 artificial pseudo-data samples each of size equal to the original sample (66 observations) from the GVAR based on the benchmark trade weights, which is considered the true DGP.
2. Based on all pseudo-data sets, re-estimate and solve the GVAR once by estimating the GVAR parameters along with a common weight matrix, once along with variable-specific weights, and once using the benchmark weight matrix based on trade flows.
When estimating the GVAR including its weights in the second step, the resulting weight estimates do not differ significantly from the trade weights (nor do the estimates for the implied parameters of the global model), which proofs that the weight estimation routine has been properly implemented. The point is instead to focus on the variances (the uncertainty) of the estimates for the implied global parameters when either considering the weights free or not free of uncertainty. Table 18 reports for how many of the coefficients' variances we measure a significant deviation when using the common weight or specific weight estimation scheme on the trade-based pseudo data.
At a 10% confidence level, 90.1% of the variances are significantly different when employing the common weight estimation method. For the subset of the coefficient space at that critical significance level, the variances were on average about twice as large under the common weight estimation scheme. When instead using the variable-specific weight estimation method, 97.3% of the coefficients variances would be significantly different, with the corresponding variance factor estimated at 3.17. The results confirm that estimating the GVAR weight matrices comes at the cost of increased variance of the overall parameter space.
Out-of-sample forecasting
For assessing the potential of estimated versus external weights to influence the forecast performance of a GVAR, a pseudo-out-of-sample forecast exercise was conducted.
The three GVARs were estimated on a reduced sample from 1996Q1-2007Q1 and estimates then held fix and used to produce a set of 1-to 4-quarter ahead forecasts for the period from 2008Q1-2012Q2. 13 The first three intermediate forecasts for within 2007 (Q2-Q4) were neglected to let the evaluation be based on a common test-sample, with the same underlying number of 1-to 4-quarter ahead predictions (18 observations per horizon).
The evaluation of the simulated forecasts is based on Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE), which for the two GVARs involving estimated weights will be expressed as ratios to the benchmark GVAR's RMSE with trade-based weights. The ratios are accompanied by a Clark-West test statistic ( [5] ) that indicates whether a gain in performance was significant from a statistical viewpoint. RMSE ratios are also provided for the GVAR using estimated variable-specific weights relative to the one with the Table 19 reports the averages of RMSE ratios across countries for respective models and variables.
Looking at the performance for GDP with common estimates versus trade weights While the performance of the variable-specific weight GVAR relative to the benchmark GVAR (Figures 8 and 9 ) appear to be performing rather similarly to the common weights scheme, the results in Figures 10 and 11 , opposing the variable-specific to the common weight matrix GVAR, reveal that gains from estimating variable-specific weights are rather limited. RMSE ratios across horizons equal 1.11 and 1.10 for GDP and inflation, respectively, indicating a deterioration in forecast performance of about 10% on average.
Conclusions
The aim of the paper was to illustrate how a GVAR can be estimated jointly with its weight matrices and to highlight that misspecified weights can bias the global model and impinge on its forecast performance.
Results The evaluation of simulated out-of-sample forecasts further highlights the role that GVAR weights play in influencing the GVAR's performance: common and variablespecific weight estimates improve predictive accuracy compared to a trade-based model for the majority of countries significantly (up to 22% for specific countries and about 10% on average across countries and horizons). For the application to GDP and inflation, the GVAR with variable-specific weight estimates did not improve forecast precision relative to the one involving the common weight matrix estimate.
While it shall remain advantageous, in principle, to operate a GVAR with fix weights from the viewpoint of compressing parameter uncertainty, a strategy for estimating GVAR weights can therefore be seen as a supplementary step for assessing the adequacy of external data based weights. Besides mitigating biases, a strategy for estimating GVAR weights can be useful for applications in which it is not obvious how weights could otherwise be constructed from data, as for instance in cases when a GVAR is set up for banks, or mixed country and bank cross-sections as illustrated in [14] . Note: All statistics are based on logarithmic quarter-on-quarter differences times 100 based on the sample period 1996Q1-2012Q2. Note: P and Q refer to the number of autoregressive and weighted foreign variable vectors, respectively. Orange, blue and dark grey indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% probability levels.
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